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It was with a great deal of sadness that I heard of the passing of our
friend, Don Ensign. I might not have agreed with some of his views
but you could never deny his energy, enthusiasm and love for comics.
He will be missed but we are the better for having him in our midst.
I admit that there seems to be an awful lot of death around lately.
Not just in the world-wide sense but in the more immediate as well.
Since the beginning of the year, I have learned that two close friends
(neither all that much older than I) have been diagnosed with cancer. In
addition, my wife has several patrons at the library where she works
who have passed away this year as well. Locally, a horror movie cohost (whom I never had the good fortune to meet in person but whose
work I enjoyed regularly) died suddenly from cancer at the (to me)
young age of 51. As I turn 52 this year, such events give me more
pause than they used to. I am more aware of the passage of time these
days and the inevitable feeling that there are fewer days ahead than
there are behind.
As I think about Don, I wonder about our group itself. As of the
last TF, we have 7 active members and 2 honorary members. I do not
think that it is a leap of deduction to say that all of us are probably in
the same age group. As we pass along, what will become of the group?
And of small press in general? These are the topics that command my
thoughts these days and I confess that I have no clear answer.
That we need more new members, preferably younger ones, is
self-evident. The question, as always, is how to attract them. Our ever

suffering chairman, Rob Imes, sends out many free copies of the
newsletter every issue but our ranks do not swell. Rob and Larry
Johnson produce some of the best zines available today and yet we are
still only 7. These are questions that I have pondered for a long time
but they are beyond me.
Small Press is a fragmented place now. Back in the 80s, there
was a stronger sense of community or, at least, as far as I knew. Today,
the community is in different places. Some old timers like myself hold
onto the old ways of producing comics and communicating while
others embrace the new technologies. Their zines are online and their
communities are in forums and blogs. I have begun to wonder if
perhaps in sticking to my old ways, I am perhaps cutting myself off
from this new community? Rather than complaining that there is no
one here in the coliseum, I should look instead in the salons.
“I grow old, I grow old,
“I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled.”
—T.S. Eliot

REVIEWS
TALES OF FANTASY #64—Larry Johnson
One might have expected Larry to take it easy after the 63 rd issue
of ToF but that is certainly not the case!
This issue contains no less than three stories from Larry and a
reprint from 1991. All are high quality and enjoyable. But my favorite
is probably “Tales of the BSI: ROBOT”.
Two BSI scientists are tasked with reviving an abandoned project
from 60 years ago and accidentally bring a weaponized robot back to
life. Not surprisingly, it goes on a destructive rampage and it looks like
nothing can defeat it without causing the atomic core to explode.
This story, to me, seems a bit unusual for Larry because it is
unusually violent. Several people are killed by the robot (similar to the
‘martian death ray’ from the 1950s classic WAR OF THE WORLDS.
I liked Dan Burke’s inks on this issue and his strong use of
blacks almost seemed to me to be reminiscent of 50s sci-fi comics. It’s
nice to see a bit of a different look here and I think it suited the story

well.
The second story, “The Growth”, is your basic sci-fi tale and,
despite being handled well, is a bit of an old chestnut.
“Not School Work” is a great little auto-biographical story from
Larry about his time in high school and the impact his art teacher had
upon Larry’s life. It’s a touching story and makes one think about how
much of a difference people can make in each other’s lives and often
never even know it. We can all probably look back and identify
someone like Larry’s art teacher who helped us choose our paths in life.
The 1991 reprint is an installment of “Mysterious Myths” called
“The Haunted Scarf” and it is an fun little story that manages to tell an
entire story without any dialogue.
I’m glad I know Larry. My life would have been far gloomier
without the pleasure of reading his work.
DITKOMANIA #93—Rob Imes
Now brings a special issue of the most excellent magazine
devoted to Ditko’s two Charlton monsters: Gorgo and Konga! This is a
delight for me to read and much interesting information is related. It’s
amazing how Ditko and Gill were able to create such great comics out
of such limited concepts. And I always find it interesting to read
different viewpoints on the same material. My only minor quibble is
that it got weary reading the same introductory information in many of
the articles but that is a small nitpick. There really were no items in
this zine that I did not enjoy and it would be hard to pick any favorites.
It is very pleasing to see such luminaries as Robby Reed, Martin
Hirchak and Stephen Bissette in these pages. I wonder, though, why
are the reviews placed first and then the articles? I wonder if the
opposite might not be more effective?
It’s my hope that, when the next newsletter comes around, we’ll
have more zines to talk about. Perhaps even one of my own. Like
anything, continued activity breeds more activity. We all have
something to bring to the group so let’s bring it!
Whoops! Outta room! Until next time!

SISSOMISMS #2
June 2014, for “T-Frags” #234
By Alan Sissom
Here I am, folks, back again with another attempt to catch up
with all of my responsibilities, and finding most times that I’m
running just out of reach behind where I actually need to be!
How odd! Still, things are beginning to look up a bit. I’ve just put
together the latest issue of Collectors’ Club Newsletter
(#106) after six months of everything going not quite right. The
issue is mostly wrapped up into its mailing label and ready to be
taken to the post office. Waiting just in the wings is the next
issue of my publication for the UFO itself, The Imagination
Link and the deadline for its completion will be June 15th. So,
finally, everything connected with the creative side of my life is
beginning to move forward again, leaving only my column here
in the pages of Tetragrammaton Fragments needing to be
written and submitted in order to bring my responsibilities and
plans truly back to where they should be!
Well! Okay, then! Pausing only to take a hopeful gulp that
nothing more will go wrong, here goes…
So far since joining the UFO I feel I’ve merely limped along,
producing only one column that appeared in T-Frags #232 that
did not once mention the other publications in the UFO family at
all, despite that being my original intention. Quite frankly, when
I consider all of the publications that have been sent to me over
the last six months or so, I feel slightly over-whelmed when I
think of trying to write something about all of them at once.
They are all top-notch!
Here’s the blunt truth: all of you so far have taught me via
example aspects in creating The Imagination Link that have
been lacking in ways I’d never have considered before, at least
not without having seen how the other members of the UFO
family were handling things. That’s why I’ve been wanting to
tackle reviewing ALL of the various UFO titles, because I’ve been

gaining insights from each and every one of the UFO titles. But
there are just so many for a newbie like me to deal with in one
sitting! So: thank you all for bringing me up-to-date by mailing
me copies of your publications, and rest assured that I’ll get
around to saying something about each as fairly as I can, as soon
as I can. But, in order to get started, I’m going to handle the last
two UFO titles properly and then just keep up with any newer
releases from this point on instead of trying to tackle too much
too soon. Over time, if other publications don’t appear, I’ll dip
back into the bag and review them one or two at a time. Bear
with me here, folks!

DITKOMANIA #93 has been the latest fanzine to land in my
mailbox, and — since Rob Imes’ Ditkomania was also the first
UFO title I’d ever encountered before becoming a part of the
family myself — I find that particular, if momentary, coincidence
very appropriate in order to get myself started here. When I first
became aware of the fanzine, my first thought was to wonder
how it was possible to carry on a publication dedicated to only
one artist — whether it was someone as important as Steve Ditko
or not — for what was at that point 91 issues! Well, I’m happy to
say that, after reading two more issues I don’t have to wonder
any more. I’m impressed with Ditkomania on a lot of different
levels. The format (“digest” sized, 44 b&w interior pages, with
color covers) presents a very professional and readable package.
The color artwork pieces that appear on front and back are so
appealing that I’m driven to wonder what I might have missed by
not having seen earlier issues — which is quite an
accomplishment in simple promotion if one pauses to consider
such a direct kind of effectiveness!
Since each issue takes on a different subject in connection with
Steve Ditko’s massive career, I’ve been intrigued to wonder what
subject might be used next. The surprise here is that I had no
clue how little I’ve known about Mr. Ditko’s entire comics output!
This one is focused upon what is referred to as “Ditko’s

Monsters” which doesn’t surprise me as much as did the last two
issues of this fanzine. As someone who has from time to time
collected various of the anthology titles from the Marvel and
Charlton groups of comics, I am keenly aware of Ditko’s
voluminous output of “monster comics.” But — with some little
regret — I have to admit that I was never that aware of the two
comics characters featured here: KONGA and GORGO; one a
version of King Kong and the other a stand-in for a “Godzilla”
type movie creation; both originally published by Charlton
Comics and based upon licensed movie productions.
After reading all of the articles, I really feel like I’ve missed out
having never heard of these two comics before! It turns out that
I’m in luck and can rectify my dismal state of ignorance in a very
satisfactory way, as this particular issue of Ditkomania is
perfectly timed to make fans aware of two reprint titles from
IDW, called Ditko Monsters: Konga and Ditko Monsters:
Gorgo.
(How strange! It’s almost as if Rob Imes decided on these two
“Ditko Monsters” to feature in this issue of his fanzine directly
because of these two reprint titles, but surely that’s way too
much of a coincidence to be true. All I can say for certain is that
the celebrated Mr. Imes has done me a good turn by doing so
and bringing this unexpected bounty of Ditko treasure within
reach of my grasping hands. Why, that almost gives Mr. Imes
godlike powers directly connected to the cosmic source of all that
is Ditko worship! Praise the Hoary Hosts of Hoggoth!)
The articles are fairly divided between the two monsters, as
well as the past publication history of both beyond these Ditko
Monsters titles. I’m grateful to know about these two
characters, and I’ll be following up and purchasing the two
reprint titles, count on it. And that — if you think about it —
means that Ditkomania #93 has been successful in its purest
intention, if only at least in this case, in bringing about what it
has intended: furthering the appreciation of Steve Ditko’s
material in a very real and current way!

TETRAGRAMMATON FRAGMENTS #233 (last issue,
naturally) appeared prior to Rob Imes’ wonderful publication, so
I’ll pause here to share a couple of thoughts. First off, I’m in awe
of UFO chairman Rob Imes’ ability to keep everything very much
on schedule every issue! It certainly seems that Rob has
successfully mastered the bi-monthly circus that comes with
such a regularly appearing fanzine. I haven’t been as lucky with
my own publications lately, so I’m looking to T-Frags as a
reminder that it can indeed be done consistently and
successfully!
This issue was appropriately devoted to the memory of Don
Ensign. There is not much I myself can say in memory of him,
except to say I feel very cheated by the very event of his passing
itself! Don Ensign, I never really got to know you! I’m glad I met
you through the confines of postal mailings and brief Facebook
comments. I wish we could have had a lot more! My fellow
members here are so, so lucky to have had so much more time
with you!
One positive thing in connection with the Don Ensign tribute is
that — due to the cover art of T-Frags #233 — I’ve become
Facebook friends with its artist, Justice Carmon. So, even as one
connection gets lost, I’ve picked up another. Life goes on despite
the losses and regrets.

TALES OF FANTASY #64 was the newest issue of UFO titles
that arrived for me prior to Ditkomania, and with a very similar
format (except 40 b&w interior pages in this case). The previous
issue of #63, featuring Larry Johnson’s interesting “ZOOY”
character, came at the same time, giving me a nice comparative
view of the title. The current issue had no Zooy appearances
apart from the letters section in the back of the issue.
This newest particular issue was more a “Science Fiction
Anthology,” reminding me very favorably of comparisons with
the first six or so issues of the Fifties’ EC titles Weird Science and
Weird Fantasy. I can give no greater praise by making this

comparison, as many of you can no doubt attest!
The first two comics features were pure old-style sci-fi
entertainment at its best! The first story, “Robot” felt — I swear!
— like a very well done Fifties movie classic comics adaptation of
material as good and memorable as something like The Day the
Earth Stood Still. In fact, one scene gives a very specific nod to
that classic, important film. However, it was more specifically
the second story, “The Growth” that really made me think of the
early EC science fiction titles in the way I mentioned above. I
love reading such stories that begin by making me wonder just
what exactly might be going on in the tale, until finally realizing
by the end that it was the last thing I would have ever
considered! Awesome. There were two other stories featuring a
humorous take on Fantasy Mythology via “Mysterious Myths,”
which were also nice, but the more I think about this entire
issue’s contents the more I’ve come to realize that my favorite
part was an autobiographical comics story about Larry’s own
past experience as a growing artist, called “Not School Work!” I
love taking peeks at other artists’ experiences, and reading
about Larry’s experiences as an artist in school was interesting
on so many levels. In a way, I was reminded of Harvey Pekar’s
American Splendor stories. I hope Larry decides to give us
such windows into his past again!

Well, that’s it for this column, folks! I’m saving a few more
select words about how the various UFO titles have shaped the
changes I’ll be applying to my own publication THE
IMAGINATION LINK in order to bring the subject up in the next
issue of that title of mine in about a month or so with the release
of #49. I hope to see many more issues of the wonderful titles
representing the UFO family, and I hope to be back here in two
months with another look at the output of my new UFO
affiliation! See you then!
— Alan Sissom

